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Abstract

Internet traffic analysis is nowadays a key ingredient to detect and
possibly prevent malicious activity of the web that may cause severe con-
strains and/or security leaks.

In this paper, using some properties that are easy to collect from the
package head we study how one can use compression to efficiently cluster
similarities of different types of data and infer their (ab)normality.

In particular, we envisage to answer if, using compression, it is possible
to:

1. Identify the protocols used in an internet connection;

2. Identify the services that the tcp internet protocol used;

3. Detect the type of traffic being transmitted via internet.

1 Introduction

Since the early use of internet its use was perverted and instead of being use
only to transfer information to facilitate service providing, it has also been used
to transfer improper information and/or to deny the service provision.

Hence, Internet traffic analysis is of crucial importance to numerous network
activities such as security, information assurance with special emphasis in the
availability. Hence the community has been investing a lot of effort to detect
attackers on networks and is trying to predict possible attack (through intrusion
detection systems (IDS)) and cataloging them.

An intrusion detection and traffic analysis system usually works by detecting
attacks to specific machines and by analyzing the pattern observed that such
attacks produces in the traffic it exchanges and by creating an alert through
signature matching of an attack occurring (i.e., once a known attack pattern has
been identified, a signature for it is created and it can afterwords be used to give
an alert). In the literature, one can find many examples of different approaches
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to traffic analysis. Some of those techniques include: machine learn [8], extract
matching [9] and heuristics [4]. A similar approach to the one presented in this
paper is presented in [13], where a measure exploiting the compression ratio to
analyze and detect anomalies in traffic of several protocols is used. The idea was
tantamount to collect several samples of the traffic to establish the pattern for
each entity and set what should be considered to be “normal” for each particular
user or network.

We use the normalized compression distance to perform the analyzes of the
traffic and use the CompLearn algorithm to extend the previously mentioned
work in order to catalogue, by clusters, the different protocols used, the type of
services and the type of attack. This algorithm and the measure supporting it
was presented in [2] and was based on a similar method to classify mitochondrial
genome phylogeny [6]. It as been used to classify data such as languages tree,
genomics, optical character recognition, literature [2], music [3], computer virus
and internet traffic analysis [13] and medical data [10].

The underlying measure is grounded on Kolmogorov complexity [11, 5, 1].
Given a string x, the Kolmogorov complexity measures the amount of informa-
tion required for a Turing machine to describe x by the length of the shortest
program that, when run in that machine, outputs that string.

The CompLearn algorithm works in two steps:

1. It determines a universal similarity distance between each pair of objects,
computed from the length of compressed data files.

2. A hierarchical clustering method is applied.

In the Conference on Knowledge Discovery and data mining every year there
is a challenge proposed to the community related to the field. In 1999, the
challenge was to construct a predictive model capable of distinguishing between
legitimate and illegitimate connections in a computer network. The data made
available by the organization are referring to a wide variety of traffic of different
internet protocols, namely, TCP, UDP and ICMP and included the information
of several internet services running over this protocols.

The data describe several attributes that have been hand-classified (based
upon flow content) to one of a number of categorized or identified using the
header of the package, such as type, service used and the type of connection.
Hence we used the CompLearn algorithm to envisage the distance among the
data to predict their similarities when those elements of the data were removed
and hence identify them later by clustering.

2 The data used

The data base is used to test the hypothesis whether one can use CompLearn
to infer characteristics of online traffic. The data base was provided by KDD
– Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining 1999. The data are
related with the network activity with attributes such as internet protocols
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used (tcp, udp and icmp), internet services running over this protocols (vmnet,
smtp, ntpu, shell, kshell, aol, imap4, urhi, netbiosssn, tftpu, mtp, uucp, nnsp,
echo, timi, ssh, isotsap, time, netbiosns, systat, hostnames, login, efs, supdup,
http8001, courier, ctf, finger, nntp, ftpdata, redi, ldap, http, ftp, pmdump, exec,
klogin), types of traffic (normal, ipsweep, back, teardrop, pod, potsweep, guess
password, smurf).

The data include other type of information in a total of 43 possible attributes.
We intended to explore the possibility of having CompLearn algorithm to clas-
sify, by clusters, the data based on the other attributes other than the type of
protocol, services used or the classification of the traffic. In order to validate
these results, with real firewall data from Portuguese Navy School, we refer the
reader to the recent master thesis [12].

As described in the Introduction, the data were prepared in several ways and
analyzed accordingly. The pre-process of the data for each test was made by
choosing from the original set some relevant entries for each test. For example,
to distinguish between types of protocols, the entries were separated by “type
of protocol” used, and samples of such entries were grouped into a file with the
information provided by the firewall other than the type of protocol.

As mentioned above the data were split into parts in such a way that each
file would contain information of an entry or a set of entries corresponding to
same “internet protocols”, “internet service” or “type of classification” with this
information omitted. Then, we used the CompLearn algorithm to calculate the
distance matrix between files. Such matrix is computed using the normalized
compression distance between two files x and y, defined by:

NCD(x, y) =
K(xy)−min{K(x),K(y)}

max{K(x),K(y)}
,

where K is the Kolmogorov complexity. See Section 3 for details.
In order to analyze and interpret the results we clustered the information

based on the matrix created in the previous step. The cluster embedded in
CompLearn uses the quartet method. We refer the reader to the official website
www.complearn.org and the papers[3, 2] for a fully detailed description of the
algorithm.

3 Preliminaries

We now present basic definitions and results.We fix a binary alphabet Σ = {0, 1}
and consider strings in Σ∗, usually denoted by x, y, z, etc. We use the notation
|x| for the length of strings, i.e., the number of bits occurring in x. In particular,
the empty string ε as length 0. The log function is the shorthand for the
logarithmic function of base 2. We suggest the reading of [7] for details on the
topic of Kolmogorov complexity.

Definition 3.1 (Kolmogorov Complexity) Let U be a fixed prefix-free uni-
versal Turing machine. For any strings x, y ∈ Σ∗, the Kolmogorov complexity of
x given y is defined by K(x|y) = minp{|p| : U(p, y) = x}.
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The default values for y is the empty string and, typically, we drop this
argument to avoid overloaded notation. The Kolmogorov complexity is machine
independent, i.e., we can fix a universal Turing machine U whose program size
is at most a constant additive term worse than in any other machine, and the
running time is, at most, a logarithmic multiplicative factor slower than in any
other machine.

Definition 3.2 The approach used is based on similarity distance, called Nor-
malized Compression Distance, that for two strings x and y is defined by NCD(x, y) =
K(x� y)−min{K(x),K(y)}

max{K(x),K(y)}
where � represents the concatenation of x fol-

lowed by y and K is the Kolmogorov complexity, i.e., it is the length of the
shortest program that given to a computer is able to print it.

Since Kolmogorov complexity is uncomputable the Normalized Compression
Distance is also non-computable. It satisfies the symmetry of information prop-
erty up to a small error term, i.e. it satisfies K(x|y) ∼ K(xy) −K(y) up to a
logarithmic term depending only on x and y. Furthermore, it can be approxi-
mated by computable values. See [2] for a detailed discussed on the quality of
the approximation for practical purposes by the size of compression of standard
compression algorithms like gzip.

For understanding the resulting matrix, it becomes handy to hierarchically
cluster the information of that matrix into groups. The clusters are computed
using the quartet method. Consider every group of four elements and for each
group {u, v, w, x}, construct a tree where each internal node has 3 neighbors.
This implies that the tree consists of two subtrees of two leaves each. The
possible topologies are (1) uv|wx, (2) uw|vx, and (3) ux|vw. The cost of each
quarter is the sum of the distances between each pair of neighbors, that is,
Cuv|wx = d(u, v) + d(w, x). A larger tree is constructed by adding nodes to
the underlying quartets already considered. Among all the possible trees, the
best one is the one with the smallest cost (which is the sum of the cost of all
quartets). For practical purposes of clustering, the CompLearn has inbuilt a
method based on randomization and hill-climbing type of algorithms to find
an approximation to the best tree. Notice that finding the best such tree is
NP-hard and hence impracticable to find it in a reasonable time.

4 Methodology and presentation of the results

We stress that the tests were performed taking into account the structure of each
entry in the data. For each test, the selected entries were organized, filtered and
then placed into files where relevant information such as “type of protocol”, the
“type of internet service” used and “classification of the kind of traffic” were
omitted. The aim was to evaluate if the remaining fields of the entries would
provide enough information to cluster similarly entries of that attribute nearby
each other. It is worthwhile mentioned that, in case of positive results, this will
allow, at a later stage of this research to automatically classify the information
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transmitted over the internet and to develop an automatic classifier based on
compression for online traffic.

4.1 Detecting the type of protocol used

One of the attributes collected in the data is the “type of protocol” that each
entry has. This first test was designed to check if the algorithm can differentiate
all the protocols used. The set considered for this test consists of 4 files each of
which with several entries of each type of protocols used. The matrix in Table 1
in page 10 shows the distances obtained with CompLearn and in Figure 1,
shows the clusters constructed. Notice that the algorithm clustered all the files
of different protocols together, being the information of “tcp” more similar to
“udp” than to “icmp”.

4.2 Detecting the internet service of tcp entries

The most common entries in the KDD data base are related to the tcp protocol.
Considering all the entries of the tcp protocol separated per files, in this test we
envisage the possibility of cluster information per internet service. The results
obtained are presented in Figure 2.

4.3 Detecting the internet service with normalized files

In the previous test, the number of entries for each internet service is different.
In particular, there are files with just a few entries while, for example, http
has thousands of registers. The idea of this test is to mitigate the possibility
of biased results of the previous section due to file size. In order to eliminate
the possibility of having the classification by the size of the files instead of its
content in this test we normalized the size of the files. We restricted the test to
the most abundant entries and considered services that have at least 9 entries.
We created files, with the same number of entries, per type of service. The
cluster can be found in Figure 3. Notice that it is similar to the results of the
previous test when one considers only the significant services.

4.4 Detecting the internet service - single entry analysis

In order to understand deeper the structure of the entries of the tcp protocol
and in particular the “services of the internet” used, in this test we considered
single entries of the data base in each file in order to infer the robustness of
the results presented above. We selected one entry at random from each type
and applied CompLearn to obtain the cluster for comparison. The results are
presented in Figure 4.

4.5 Detecting similar entries based on single entry analy-
sis

The promising results obtained in the previous test lead to questioning whether
the algorithm could group similar records selected from the database at random.
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In order to test it, we added more entries to the ones used in the previous test
and run again the CompLearn. The results obtained are depicted in Figure 6.

4.6 Detecting types of attacks in the http service

The http service is the most common service used in the tcp protocol of the
data used. Each entry of this service is classified as “normal”, “ipsweep” and
“back”. In this test, we intend to check if the remaining information of the
entries is enough to separate online traffic based on the classification given by
the firewall into different clusters. The results appear in Figure 6.

4.7 Detecting abnormal traffic in the database

Finally, we consider all significant types of classification given by the firewall,
independently of service used, and test if compression can still separate them.
The idea is to see if the method used in the preceding test is robust to cluster
the type of attacks occurring in the database. We filtered the entries by attack,
and collect for each attack, the remaining information in a file and run the
CompLearn. The results obtained are presented in Figure 7.

5 Analysis of the results obtained

In this section, we discuss the results aforementioned. We provide some insight
and reasoning for the clusters presented. We divide this analysis in two parts.
The former part aims the understanding the capability of CompLearn of detect-
ing and clustering similar types of protocols and services. The latter one was
designed to understand the capability of the algorithm to cluster classifications
of the type of traffic.

5.1 Distinction between types of internet protocols used:

It is clear from the result that the data collected and their attributes are suf-
ficiently different so that CompLearn is able to identify which kind of protocol
was used. In particular, the algorithm clustered all the files of the same type
in the same cluster. Moreover, clusters corresponding to udp protocol were di-
vided in two contiguous clusters. This is explained by the individual analysis
of the files, that are similar but in one of the attributes they are considerable
difference (one is 32 and other 1048).

5.2 Distinction between services used in tcp

In the second test we used the most abundant data of tcp and, as in the first
test, we checked if one could use the algorithm to split and distinguish the
services that the entries were using. One factor that could, in principal, distort
the results was the number of entries since the files considered were not all of
same size, and for that reason the data produced might be a bit biased. In
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particular, the primary cluster grouped the files with services such as domain,
gropher, imap4, link and rje, which correspond to the smaller files (i.e., the type
of services with less entries).

5.3 Detecting the internet service of tcp with normalized
data

In order to prevent misleading results, we normalized the data keeping only the
services which would allow more than 3 registers. We fixed a certain number
of registers (in this case 9) and choose the registers for each file of the services
as random as possible. The results obtained are not significantly different from
the previous ones with the difference that the cluster now obtained is missing
the files with few registers. The remaining tree has a similar structure when the
data were not normalized. The only difference is that authentication and finger
are now separated by one node.

5.4 Distinguishing services of internet - single register anal-
ysis

As mentioned in one of the previous sections, we put the clusters to the test and
see if similar services would be clustered nearly and the tree produced would
keep the same shape as in the proceding test. Although not entirely equal the
structure is quite similar. Some changes were observed concerning the position
of the files such as authentication and ftpdata. So, the result suggests that some
data (the ones placed nearly its correspondent in the previous tree), have enough
regular information to identify the service by exploring that regularity. The
others entries might have different or unusual properties that need a refinement
to be able to have a proper classification.

5.5 Detecting similar registers based on single register
analysis

In order to test the robustness of the previous result, we randomly had chosen
another representative element of each service and perform similar analysis with
this new entries and the the entries of the previous test. The results confirm that
the structure of each entry is sufficiently robust to determine and to cluster the
major part of the files corresponding to the same service altogether. We stress
that these results need more tests, specially regarding ftpdata, authentication
and http. In fact, more tests are needed since the first two services were clustered
differently in the normalized and single tests. The latter one deserves more
detailed analysis because looking into the information of the entries of http one
can easily detect a wide variety of values for the attributes and, therefore, it
would be very surprising that the algorithm would cluster all http entries nearly
each other.
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5.6 Detecting similarities/types of traffics

The last battery of tests is performed to analyze the classification presented in
the data. The first intended to distinguish between the several http services and
the latter one to distinguish them among all the possible protocols.

5.7 Distinction between http traffic

The test was prepared to analyze the most common internet service and identify
the possibility of detecting differences in the several types of classifications of
the original data: normal, ipsweep, portsweep and back. The clusters obtained
suggests that the algorithm is able to group the information concerning the
classification of “back” in a single group. The normal files were also grouped
in two clusters. The “ipsweep” entries were placed in a single cluster and far
from “back” entries and in the tip of the cluster. Regarding the “portsweep”,
it is clustered in an internal branch of the cluster of “normal” entries but all
together. So, the results are encouraging to identify outliers from the data base!
It is interesting to see that relatively to classification “back”, the algorithm
is able to group inside the same cluster very nearly all the entries considered
with the “same flag” (other field attribute presented in each entry). The same
happens with “normal” entries with flag “rej”, which forms a cluster. On the
other hand, normal registers with flags s0, s2 and sf are placed together in the
same cluster and flags with s1 and s3 are far apart.

5.8 Detecting abnormal traffic in the database

Finally we analyze the cluster obtained by considering entries of each protocol
and for each type of attack. The results suggest that the types of attacks are
separable in different clusters by the protocol used. In particular, almost all
entries of the same protocol are grouped in the same cluster. The exception is
pod that is tcp is placed in the same cluster as teardrop which used udp. Notice
that ipsweep and portsweep, contrarily to the previous test, are very similar
and are clustered together in the same group very closely. Notice also that in
the previous tree there were only normal traffic between ipsweep and portsweep,
suggesting that this type of files can be identified as similar.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we have analyze data base of KDD relative to firewall traffic
analysis and infer if some properties and attributes are able, by compression,
to characterize the data as they were original characterized by the firewall.
The data are composed of entries of internet packages transmitted via Internet
and have several attributes, like protocol, service and classification of normal
or abnormal traffic. We have used CompLearn algorithm to perform the tests
designed to validate the first step of the hypothesis to design an automatic
classifier of online traffic by simple algorithmic compression. In particular, we
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showed that the algorithm is able to distinguish, by placing the files in different
clusters, different protocols (tcp, udp, icmp) and different services of tcp used.
Also, in the tests we included the analysis for different threat classifications
of the entries. In this case, the information was clustered in such a way that
all file corresponding to “back” form a group, the “ipsweep” another and the
“normal” ones were grouped into all 4 clusters with the particularity that are
inner elements of the tree, close to the center.

As a future work it is important to study methods that allow to use the clus-
ters obtained to classify new data and compare this results with other methods,
namely classical techniques in data-mining. One possible approach is to use an
algorithm that computes that, either by compiling the distances to representa-
tive elements or by using a new method to construct the tree of the distances
between registers. It would be interesting to compare the efficiency and the
results obtained with this method and the method presented in [13].
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icmp1 icmp2 icmp3 icmp4 tcp1 tcp2 tcp3...

icmp1 0.125984 0.496062 0.682926 0.590551 0.672043 0.638554 0.673684
icmp2 0.496062 0.116504 0.664634 0.514563 0.704301 0.668674 0.705263
icmp3 0.682926 0.664634 0.115853 0.548780 0.715053 0.626506 0.710526
icmp4 0.590551 0.514563 0.548780 0.070707 0.720430 0.668674 0.736842
tcp1 0.672043 0.704301 0.715053 0.720430 0.155913 0.602150 0.642105
tcp2 0.638554 0.668674 0.626506 0.668674 0.602150 0.126506 0.642105
tcp3 0.673684 0.705263 0.710526 0.736842 0.642105 0.642105 0.152631
tcp4 0.726851 0.740740 0.703703 0.768518 0.689814 0.689814 0.675925
udp1 0.591463 0.628048 0.609756 0.652439 0.645161 0.560240 0.673684
udp2 0.639534 0.680232 0.662790 0.680232 0.655913 0.598837 0.710526
udp3 0.600000 0.626666 0.609756 0.646666 0.645161 0.620481 0.673684
udp4 0.544871 0.596153 0.597560 0.621794 0.629032 0.512048 0.610526

Table 1: Distance matrix obtained from CompLearn
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Figure 1: Cluster of protocols.

Figure 2: Cluster of all data.
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Figure 3: Cluster of data normalized.

Figure 4: Cluster of data normalized with a single register per file.
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Figure 5: Cluster of data with a single register per file and several of same kind.
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Figure 6: Cluster of classification for http service.
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Figure 7: Cluster of data of http with a single register per file and different
classification type.
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